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Solutions To Set Yourself Apart

Expertise Matters

Our vendors are experts in niche areas that can have 

real-world implications for you and your clients. You’ll find 

summaries of many of our vendor partners in the following 

pages. These are brief explanations of the many services 

you can access to provide solutions and show your value 

as their go-to problem solver with a wealth of experience 

to guide you.  

Brokers are Our Only Clients

As a true General Agent, expanding our platform of 

services is an ongoing process. We seek out partners 

that can enhance your value, add to your capabilities and 

revenue, and offer solutions based on experience. Rest 

assured, Emerson Reid will continue to be here finding 

better ways to serve you — so you can serve your clients.

Emerson Reid continually works to solve the real-world challenges of our brokers by 
addressing the problems their clients confront. The resources we provide set up both 
brokers and their clients for success.

Our vendor solutions take on Compliance & Reporting, Human Resource support, and Health & Wellness Plans/Programs 

with the guidance of leading industry professionals. These resources can offer you the leverage you need to keep an 

existing account or win a new one. They can also be used as stepping stones to create value for you as a broker by 

proactively solving client problems and anticipating their needs.

Contact Us

We encourage you to reach out to your Emerson Reid Account Executive for a full capabilities presentation. Find out what 

our solutions can do for you, your clients, and your future growth. You can also visit us online at www.emersonreid.com



Large corporations have departments dedicated to compliance issues, 

often staffed by attorneys and professionals with years of experience. For 

you and your clients that may not be an option.

Emerson Reid has done the research, meeting with the leading firms 

across many levels of compliance protocols to enable our broker partners 

to offer vital compliance and reporting functions affordably. These 

supplemental services help protect your clients from expensive legal fees 

and possible fines for non-compliance - so your clients can move forward 

without worrying.

Compliance & Reporting
Keeping up with a constantly shifting 

landscape of rules and regulations will tax the 
resources of any business.
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COMPLIANCE & REPORTING

PRIVATE EXCHANGE

ACA compliance doesn’t have to be overcomplicated. Our current broker partners 

know our private exchange capability is powered by Clarity Benefit Solutions 

Exchange providing guidance to help employers select medical plan options in 

combination with pre-selected ancillary, voluntary, and TPA products. 

Through the Emerson Reid Private Exchange, you can help your clients stay 

competitive in a challenging labor market, easily navigate coverage options, all while 

ensuring ACA requirements are met. 

ACA COMPLIANCE

Compliance with the Affordable Care Act is a crucial component of your client’s 

business and tax reporting procedures. Failure to comply can result in substantial 

fines. Unfortunately, not all clients have the expertise, time, or dedicated staff to 

monitor and ensure conformity with the ACA’s complex requirements. This compliance 

requirement is why we’ve aligned with the experts at Empyrean and their Safe Harbor 

program.

As an Emerson Reid partner, you can offer your clients access to tools designed to 

help employers and administrators evaluate, deploy, and manage ACA regulatory 

requirements.

STANDALONE ACA REPORTING

Flawed data and human error can cost your client money. That’s unacceptable 

and unnecessary. Emerson Reid has the solution — Trusaic. The expertise and 

technology provided by Trusaic offers a true standalone ACA reporting solution that 

identifies data issues that can cause your client to face costly penalties.
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COMPLIANCE & REPORTING

WRAP DOCUMENTS

ERISA Compliance and all the required documents are always a source of worry 

for businesses of all sizes. Emerson Reid brings the considerable expertise of 

ERISAPros to the rescue. As a broker partner, you know how critical compliance 

is in the highly regulated area of health and welfare benefits plans.

The ERISAPros proprietary Wrap-Tight interface makes it easy for your clients to 

comply with complex reporting, so they are confident they have this piece of 

benefits compliance wrapped up.

HRA & COMPLIANCE DOCUMENT PREPARATION

In the age of the ACA, Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs) are now an 

essential part of the employer health benefit offering. As their benefit broker, you 

need to know more about the minutiae of what these plans require, but you can’t 

know everything. At the very least, you need reliable expertise that your client can 

turn to for administration, compliance, reporting and more.

Emerson Reid works with The Harrison Group for their considerable expertise when it 

comes to these diverse, but highly scrutinized health benefit delivery options.

FORM 5500

Emerson Reid has selected Wrangle LLC, a nationally recognized ERISA reporting 

and disclosure leader, to ease the burden of Form 5500 filing and reporting for your 

clients. These valuable services are built into our standard service agreement.  Using 

leading-edge software, our partnership with Wrangle offers seamless integration 

on your firm’s behalf. You can provide your clients end-to-end Form 5500 and/or 

Summary Annual Report filing.



For brokers, providing health and wellness programs can help reduce the 

costs of benefits for their clients, strengthening the core of your business. 

To stay competitive, you need to give your clients more than access to 

major medical plans, Medicare or Medicare Advantage options.

Emerson Reid has partnered with best-in-class companies to provide 

important added value for our broker partners. These incremental health 

benefit programs can help keep employees and their families healthier and 

help them navigate the complexities of an expensive healthcare system. 

In the end, your clients will have a happier, healthier workplace, cut 

absenteeism, and retain valued employees.

Health & Wellness Plans/Programs
Keeping employees healthy is vital to 

an employer’s business.
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SELF-FUNDED CONSORTIUM

Emerson Reid is working with Crumdale Partners and its innovative Franklin Health 

program, which provides unique options that offer cost savings for groups of 25 or 

more. Franklin Health is designed for credentialed brokers and their select clients 

seeking to provide custom alternatives to small group health needs. Franklin Health 

offers a unique approach to small group coverage.  

MEC & MV SOLUTIONS

For brokers in search of other cost-saving solutions, consider MEC (Minimum 

Essential Coverage), MV (Minimum Value), or Limited Days plans. The Health Benefit 

Alliance is working with Emerson Reid to offer our brokers access to these types of 

cost-saving solutions. Plans are level-funded or self-funded, access multiple provider 

networks, and take advantage of a single administrative platform and risk umbrella, 

among other unique methodologies to control costs.  

TELEHEALTH+

70% of all emergency room, urgent care, and physician’s office visits could be 

handled with a safe, efficient phone call to a telehealth medical professional. 

Emerson Reid has connected with the proactive health professionals at 

HealthiestYou to add their technology and person-to-person capabilities to the 

tools our broker-partners can provide.

Now more than ever, a concerted focus on employee health is at the forefront 

for every business. It’s also top of mind for virtually every employee. With these 

Telehealth+ services, your clients and their employees have a new 

way to access healthcare — literally at their fingertips. 

 

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT & SAVINGS

Healthcare costs are a shared expense by employer and employee. A startling 64% 

of Americans avoid medical care because of high costs. Through our relationship with 

AblePay Health, you can help your clients, their employees and their families meet 

these rising costs more confidently — with a program that costs you, them, and their 

employees nothing.

AblePay Health provides an array of flexible payment choices designed to ease the 

financial burden for workers, advocacy professionals to step in to negotiate with 

healthcare providers, and a payment portal that makes tracking and paying 

for medical expenses easier.

HEALTH & WELLNESS PLANS/PROGRAMS



Juggernaut corporations and larger employers have HR departments 

powered by multiple experienced professionals. Chances are your 

clients don’t have the same resources. The truth is that human resources 

can often go unnoticed and underappreciated until something goes wrong. 

But any business owner knows how fundamental the many functions of a 

well-seasoned HR team are to their success.

HR Solutions
Many employers struggle to accomplish 
the diverse functions of managing their 

employees’ needs.
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PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS (PEOS) 

PEOs can be an excellent option for employers who need help accomplishing their 

HR and administrative responsibilities. Tasks like payroll, benefits administration, 

recruiting and hiring, unemployment, Workers Compensation, compliancy and 

reporting can all put a strain on companies that have neither the staff nor desire to 

hire staff to stay ahead of these essential duties.

A good PEO provides many or all of these services. You can rely on BrokerQuoter 

technology to quickly manage the RFP process and generate an easy comparison 

model including head-to-head benefits, features, and pricing comparison. 

BrokerQuoter networks with many industry-leading PEOs. 

 

HR RESEARCH

The role of benefit brokers has expanded significantly in recent years. Clients now 

expect so much more than health plan options. They’re looking for guidance when 

it comes to everything from compliance — to salary benchmarking — to data 

management. Being a benefit broker now means having tools to provide many or all 

these services. These new value-added skills can mean everything when it comes to 

client retention and new client acquisition. 

Through our connection with Zywave on our Emerson Reid website, you have an 

array of tools you can use to stand out and step-up your value proposition. 

 

PAYROLL & HR SERVICES

For small-to-medium-sized companies, HR is often an overworked, overlooked, and 

understaffed function. Often, it’s one or two people struggling to get a very regulated 

area of business right with few resources.

PrimePay can step into this role on an as-needed basis or even be available weekly, 

all based on your client’s needs at any time. Payroll, direct deposit, tax filing, reporting 

and compliance – how ever, where ever, and when ever your client needs the extra 

professional HR help, your client can rely on you and your resources through your 

Emerson Reid connections. 

 

HR ADVISORY

Every business must do its part to protect its employees and even itself from risk. 

For businesses of all sizes, getting HR right all along the chain of management is vital 

Your clients have a responsibility to get it right in the area of human resources.

Emerson Reid brokers can depend on the considerable tools offered through our 

relationship with Turning Point HCM. Their unique program can help clients protect 

the company and its employees with risk assessment, compliance, performance 

management, leadership training, and more.

HR SOLUTIONS



Contact your Emerson Reid Account Executive to discuss your needs.

Visit us online at www.emersonreid.com where you can also send us a 

message or ask for someone to contact you.

Want To Know More?
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This document contains confidential & proprietary 

information and may not be copied, reproduced, and/

or transmitted without the express written consent of 

Emerson Reid LLC. The information contained herein 

is for general information purposes only and should 

not be considered legal, tax, or accounting advice. Any 

estimates are illustrative given data limitation, may not 

be cumulative, and are subject to change based on 

carrier underwriting. Vendors and their services may 

change at any time.
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